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Best 3 point shooters all time 2k20

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF. - OCTOBER 05: Stephen Curry #30 of the Golden State Warriors makes his first three-point basket at Chase Center in the first quarter of their preseason game against the Los Angeles Lakers on October 05, 2019 in San Francisco, California. NOTE TO THE USER: The User expressly
acknowledges and agrees that by downloading and using this photo the User agrees to the terms of the Getty Images License Agreement. (Photo by Ezra Shaw/Getty Images) The NBA has evolved a lot over the last few years with more focus on three-point shooting. While the game still has the dominant big men, the
three-point boom is a trend that goes nowhere, so it's natural to look for the best shooters in NBA 2K20. We compiled the best three-point shooter in the NBA 2K20 list after the latest game update. The latest player ratings update came in early December, so here are the best three-point shooters since that update:Steph
Curry (Golden State Warriors) - 99 3PT, 95 OVR - offensive ThreatKlay Thompson - 95 3PT, 89 OVR - 2-Way 3-Level ScorerTrae Young (Atlanta Hawks) - 92 3PT, 89 OVR - Redick (New Orleans Pelicans) - 91 3PT, 79 OVR - SharpshooterMarcus Morris Sr., 90 3PT, 80 OVR – 3Pt SpecialistMeyers Leonard (Miami
Heat) - 90 3PT, 75 OVR – Stretch FiveOG Anunoby (Toronto Raptors) – 90 3PT, 80 OVR – 3PT SpecialistRodney Hood (Portland Trail Blazers) – 90 3PT, 77 OVR - SharpshooterDavis Bertan (Washington Wizards) - 89 3PT, 77 OVR - Stretch FourGeorge Hill (Milwaukee Bucks) - 90 3PT, 79 OVR - Shot CreatorIt is no
surprise to splash brothers Steph Curry and Klay Thompson at the top of the list. After all, Golden State are the ones who started this trend, winning several championships with this formula. Steph Curry's 99 3PT rating leads the NBA to 2K20, but disembarking to Klay Thompson or even Trae Young isn't too bad. If
you're looking for that trade, going to Pelicans SG JJ Redick might be a good choice. It has an overall rating of 79, but a rating of 91 3PT. And at 35 years old, you may be able to get it relatively little in return. If you're looking for players with high overall scores, which also have 3-point shooting, then we have players like
James Harden or rising star Luka Doncic. These are some of the top-rated players in general with pretty high three-point shooting. James Harden (Houston Rockets) - 83 3PT, 97 OVRKevin Durant (Brooklyn Nets) - 86 3PT, 96 OVRLuka Doncic (Dallas Mavericks) - 84 3PT, 96 OVRPaul George (L.A. Clippers) - 83 3PT,
93 OVRDamian Lillard (Portland Trail Blazers) – 84 3PT, 92 OVRKarl-Anthony Towns (Minnesota Timberwolves) – 86 3PT. 91 OVRPersonally, if I'm going to build a team, it will be around Luka Doncic. Mavericks phenom is only and averaged 30.3 points and 9.2 assists per game. He started the season rated 87 overall
and is now among the top five players in the NBA in 2K20. If you're looking for mid-tier players who specialize in three-point shooting, you might want to go with someone like Miami Heat rookie Tyler Herro (84 for 3PT, 76 OVR) or Charlotte Hornets rookie PJ Washington (87 for 3PT, 78 OVR). These guys are nice role
fillers. You can check the full list of top-rated three-point shooters here. Which three-point specialist nba 2K20 do you like to play like? Let us know in the comments below! 0 out of 11Ben Margot/ Associated PressThe NBA is firmly in the middle of a three-point revolution. In the first season that the line was on the floor
(1979-80), the league tried only 3.1 percent of its shots from downtown. Ten years ago, this figure was up 22.2%. Last season it rose all the way to 35.9 percent. Teams and individual players are now firmly aware of the value of three balls, and they spend more each year. So as we redirect further into this new form of
basketball, let's look back to see what the game's best three-point shooters were up to this point. To find the top 10, something more than a simple three-point percentage was needed. As the shot has gained more approval, players have become better at it, and we need to take into account greater efficiency over
time. The formula, invented by Adam Fromal of Bleacher Report and NBA Math, goes like this: Take a player's points through a three-pointer and take away the league's average points for a three-pointer in the corresponding period. Then multiply by the number of tests. If a player shoots 45 percent of 100 three-pointers,
he gets 1.35 points per attempt. Say the league average is 35 percent, or 1.05 points per attempt. The shooter is 0.3 point higher than the average test. Multiply this by 100 attempts and you should have 30 points above average. The main career three-point percentage of the leaderboard reads the following skilled
shooters: Steve Kerr (45.4)Hubert Davis (44.1)Stephen Curry (43.6)Jason Capono (43.4)Steve Novak (43.0)Kyle Korver (42nd). 9) Steve Nash (42.8) Joe Harris (42.7) Armstrong (42.5) Klay Thompson (41.9)But if we top 50 from this list and sort of career points above average three-point attempts, the top 10 changes
pretty high. Aside from the respectable Mentions1 of 11Rocky Widner/Getty ImagesOne of the names noticeably absent from the top 10 is Steve Kerr. It's the first time in all-time a key three-point percentage, but a lack of volume has raised him to 14th on this list. There was a temptation to take into account the change in
the three-point test rate over the years, but rewarding those who evolved with the game ultimately felt good. Here's some evidence of how quickly and thoroughly things have changed: Buddy Hield, who played only three NBA seasons, has already Capon's nine-year career closed in on Steve Novak, who acted as a
markman during his 11-year NBA tenure. Other omissions that can cause some reaction include Peja Stojakovic, Wesley Person, Dell Curry, Brent Barry and Mark Price, just to name a few. In many ways, those players laid the foundations for what we see now. Since the three-point line was set up, individual players of
each era have gently pushed the level of acceptable volume. From Craig Hodges in 1980 to Reggie Miller in 1990 Stojakovic in 2000, we can thank the shooters of followers for the beauty of today's game. And finally, it is worth noting that the formula used for this exercise in no way makes it difficult. Off-the-dribble threepointers are more common now than they were in Kerr's catch-and-shoot era, and Stephen Curry, among others, almost certainly deserves some extra points for what he does. Kerr told ESPN's Tom Junod in May that the Golden State Warriors point guard is a new kind of weapon: In my first year coaching him, he's
taking shots night after night that every coach I've ever called terrific shots. And they were terrible shots for every player in the history of the game until Steph Curry. And I realized before too long that Steph was going to take some crazy shots and they were going to look insane and I was going to feel stupid that my
player could take shots like that and oh yes, he's about 45 percent of 3. So finally I just realized that I have to get my old coaches out of my head, and this guy is a new deal that is different from the others who played the game, and I have to not only let what he does, but also fit in. If this exercise only lasts 15 years, we
could assess the increased difficulties of Curry's tests. Now we have distances from all the shots, information about the proximity of defenders, the number of pulls compared to the catch and shoots, and more. But since we compare an era in which different amounts of information are available, we will follow the basic
formula.10. Glen Rice2 of 11Nathaniel S. Butler/Getty ImagesThree-Point Tests: 3,896 (40th)Three-point percentage: 40.0 (41st)Points Above Average from Three: 598.7Glen Rice has been a markman for six different teams during his career. In three seasons with the Charlotte Hornets, he hit 44.4 percent of his
attempts from downtown. And from 1996 to 1997, he led the league with a 47.0% mark. Rice was ahead of his time. During his career, 15.1 percent of all shot attempts were out of three. Rice, that figure was 26.2 percent. And even that pales in comparison to some of today's shooters. As I said earlier, when I played, if
we shot six three-pointers as an individual [during] the game, we thought we were shooting too many three-pointers, he said. NBA.com's Gilbert McGregor in March. Chance to go out there and maybe shoot a 15 three-point game? I would really hurt myself if I didn't average 30 points per game. It would definitely be a
great time. Imagining shooters from previous eras to play today is an interesting aspect of the three-point revolution. Of course, Rice would shoot more three-pointers now. And while he was a three-time All-Star, he may have even more value in the modern game.9. Mike Miller3 of 11Andrew D. Bernstein/Getty
ImagesThree-Point Tests: 3,910 (38th)Three-point percentage: 40.7 (21st)Points Above Average from Three: 599Mike Miller never led the league in three-point percentage, testing or doing, but he stacked a whopping nine total seasons with at least 100 tries and 40-plus three-point percentage. Only Steve Nash (13),
Kyle Corver (11), Stephen Curry (10) and Reggie Miller (10) have more.Miller has been steady throughout his career. Whether he played starter minutes (like the 32.4 per game he logged during his first 10 years) or was used more as a reserve, you can count on his consistent non-shooting. In the twilight of his career, he
won two rings with the Miami Heat. Later, The Athletic's Shandel Richardson named him a Heat All-Decade team. Like [Shane] Battier, Miller was another versatile player who defended several positions and could hit a big shot during the crisis, Richardson wrote. His 3-pointer while missing game 6 of the shoe against
the Spurs is the most overlooked during the series. 8th JJ Redick4 of 11Chris Elise/Getty ImagesThree-Point Tests: 4,129 (29)Three-point percentage: 41.3 (15)Points above average of three: 689.5It was Jj Redick some time to find his NBA base. But since he was, he was one of the NBA's most deadly floor gaskets. In
his first three seasons, Redick played 14.4 minutes per game, averaging 5.5 points and shooting 38.1 percent from deep. In the 10 years since, he is 14.4 points per game with 41.5 three-point percentage. And somehow, he just averaged a career-high 18.1 points in 13 years. That achievement came with the
Philadelphia 76ers, but chances are he'll remember most of his time with the Lob City era of the Los Angeles Clippers. As The Athletic Jovan Buha wrote: Redick perfectly complemented [Chris] Paul, [Blake] Griffin and [DeAndre] Jordan: a floor gap with gravity and endurance (few players move as much as he does) to
open the middle of the floor and ignite weak actions. Doc Rivers created a special set of floppy action for him, and for the first time the coach really maximized Redick's gifts. Finding a coach who maximized him may come a little late for Redick, but it has also extended his career. Now, entering his 14th year, he'll look to
give similar gaps to the upcoming New Orleans Pelicans.7. Dale Ellis5 from Stewart/Associated PressThree-Point Tests: 4,266 (23rd)Three-point percentage: 40.3 (28)Points above average from three: 795.5 It would be interesting to hear if he still thinks that way after eight years. But back in 2011, Dale Ellis was boldly
proclaiming Boston.com's Gary Washburn: I'm the best shooter of all time. I know it's since the jump. I set the standard. I gave them something to shoot. I was the first player in the game's history to get 1,000 three-pointers. In order to play at that level, you need to have such an attitude towards yourself. You can say it's
arrogant or cocky or whatever, but that's good. In no case can you compete without it. In no case can you improve without that level of confidence. Ellis is absolutely one of those players who pushed the envelope for what is acceptable from a three-point shooter. Over his past seven seasons, 40.7 percent of his shot
attempts came from downtown. This is the rate that would feel at home in 2019.6. Klay Thompson6 of 11Jesse D. Garrabrant/Getty ImagesThree-Point Tests: 4,291 (21st)Three-point percentage: 41.9 (11)Points above average of three: 810Klay Thompson played in eight NBA seasons. It was more than 40 percent out of
three out of all eight. His rookie campaign is his only one with less than 200 made triples. And the numbers may not even be the most impressive part of Klay's update. Few, if any, jumpers have ever climbed above this aesthetically. From a technical point of view, Klay Thompson's jump shot is as perfect as he is, wrote
Bleacher Report spokesman Dylan Murphy. It's about the same every time. Whether it comes out of the screen from a corner, running a lift carved out of paint, dribbling to three or finishing at any other kind of action, Thompson's catch-and-release form is as consistent as it gets. His shoulders are square, so that the right
elbow is about 90 degrees and the next steps are pure. And when he got into the zone, few things in basketball history were very similar. In fact, his 37-point quarter was and remains unprecedented. In those moments, this Splash Brother looks like a machine that was specially designed to jump.5. Steve Nash7 of
11Garrett Ellwood/Getty ImagesThree-Point Tests: 3,939 (35th)Three-point percentage: 42.8 (seventh)Points above average of three: 855.2Remember, that achievement indicated earlier by Mike Miller? Nine seasons with 100-plus three-point attempts and 40-plus three-point percentage? No one has more than Steve
Nash, who completed a whopping 13 campaigns with those magnificent numbers. Nash may always be known for his towering passing, especially during his back-to-back MVP seasons with the Phoenix Suns, but this point guard's headlight-out shooting was a critical component of his offensive dominance. And although
he hasn't retired for long, he is another player who would see 2019 Oh, no doubt I screwed that up, Houston Rockets coach Mike D'Antoni said last May when asked by ESPN's Tim MacMahon why he didn't have Nash shoot more during his mutual time with the Suns. Nash was a purist. Steve's Hall of Fame point guard.
He was incredibly good. I just think instead of averaging 15 or 16 [points], he could have averaged 30 for us. He was such a good shooter, and I don't think it would have screwed the team. Nash was a loud selfless player. His career average field goal attempts (10.6) were not much higher than his career average assists
(8.5). And that doesn't even go to the relief options blown by teammates who missed shots. If Nash hunted his looks a little more during his career, there's a good chance that he would have finished higher up this list.4. Reggie Miller8 of 11Fernando Medina/Getty ImagesThree-Point Tests: 6,486 (Second)Three-point
percentage: 39.5 (46)Points above average of three: 915.4Few shooters in NBA history came close to playing with confidence level and Bravado Reggie Miller boasts. In an era in which 14.5 percent of shot attempts were three, Miller's three-point test rate was 37.1.His jump shot wasn't the same picturesque beauty
we're accustomed to seeing from other players in this debate. His lead hand went to fly to the side of his guide's arm. It was often off-balance. However, it was impossible to argue with the results. It case study on recurrence is more important than the form. I know a lot has been said about me being a great shooter,
being one of the best, Ray Allen said during his Hall of Fame speech. But what I know this person who presents me tonight, Reggie Miller, is the best shooter that I've seen in my life. A few moments in his career were just as illustrative of that ability and that confidence in the legendary eight points in nine seconds.3. Ray
Allen9 of 11Nathaniel S. Butler/Getty ImagesThree-Point Tests: 7,429 (First)Three-point percentage: 40.0 (38)Points above average of three: 988.9 We reached the club leader's career three-point (2,973). For many of the 1990s, 2000s and 2010s, Ray Allen was viewed among the standard carriers for shooting outside.
He burst onto the scene averaging 18.1 points and shooting 38.8 percent from deep during his first four seasons with the Milwaukee Bucks. Switched to a smaller role in the title-winning Boston Celtics and hit one of the game's most famous shots at the 2012-13 Miami Heat.With time winding up in the fourth quarter of
Game 6 of the 2013 Finals, Miami was as close to making it as the finals After offensive bounce chris bosh, Allen backpedaled into the corner, caught a pass from the big man and sank a game-tying triple with face to face. The Heat would go on to win the series against the San Antonio Spurs.Allen was much more than
just a shooter, but that's the ability and moments it provided, which he'll remember most. And like Thompson's, his is one of those pictures that will be teaching videos in the coming years. His legs, elbow, follow-up and ascent were so consistent.2 Kyle Korver10 of 11Brandon Dill/Associated PressThree-Point Tests:
5,478 (11th)Three-point percentage: 42.9 (sixth)points above average from three: 1,185.8Kyle Korver finishing second might be no surprise. It's the gap between him and Allen, who can demand a double. Maybe this is a case of slow and steady winning races. Corver played only one season in which he averaged over
10 shots. But he has consistently been among the league leaders in three-point percentage for 16 years; as far as possible of those limited tests. Throughout his career, 61 percent of the shots he took were three. He led the league in three-point percentage four times, including in 2009-10, when he shot 53.6 percent from
the downtown Utah Jazz.Due to the constant threat of Korver hitting a dagger from the outside, his teammates were always comfortably better with him on the floor. During those 16 years, his squad announced a minus-0.3 net rating when he didn't court a plus-3.5 net rating when he is (swing plus-3.8). In 2014-15 alone,
that swing was plus-13.7 points per 100 possessions for the Atlanta Hawks. Korver is the team's terrible weapon, Grantland's Kirk Goldsberry wrote to the Hawks that season. The player, who took only eight shots per game, was rightfully called his team's most terrible weapon. This effect can be influenced by an elite
three-point shooter.1. Stephen Curry11 of 11Noah Graham/Getty ImagesThree-Point Tests: 5,690 (eighth)three-point percentage: 43.6 (third)Points above average from three: 1,365.6 Of course you're not surprised. No one in NBA history has combined volume and efficiency quite like Stephen Curry. But it's still amazing
that he already has this great lead on the field with a lot of time seemingly left in his career. Then again, this exercise does nothing to take into account the degree of severity. Curry regularly shoots other players on this list you can't ever have dreamed about during their playing days. Like Julius Erving, Dirk Nowitzki and
LeBron James before him, Curry changed the game. ESPN's Kirk Goldsberry explained: No player in NBA history combined the range, volume and efficiency of downtown, as well as Curry, and during the Warriors dynasty, he changed the way the entire league looks like 3 points. Curry's jumper is so deadly that he has
become the most effective volume scorer on the planet - of the league's top 20 players, no one higher actual shooting percentage than Curry. Even Giannis Antetokounmpo, and all he does is dunk it. Coming into this decade, 3-point shooting was a pretty niche skill for role-playing players or sometimes sharpshooting AllStars like Allen and Miller. But now shooting is all, as Curry showed us, that a 3-player can be the dominant player in the league. That three-point revolution mentioned earlier? Curry is her George Washington.And as the greatest shooter of all time, he begins to force his way into conversation about the greatest players

ever. All statistics, unless otherwise specified, courtesy basketball reference. Link.
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